Enhanced Classroom - Pixie Controller Start-up Guide

If you have problems with this system, Dial “O” or 4-2867 from the classroom phone.

Press the “On” button on the Pixie Projector Controller
(Wait 90sec for the projector warm-up.)

Computer Projection

1. Connect the 15-pin VGA cable and attached audio cable to the monitor and audio out ports on your laptop.

2. Press the source button marked “COMP” on the Pixie Controller and select “Computer 1”.
   (You should see the input displayed on the upper right corner of the projection screen)

3. Set your computer’s display resolution to a maximum of 1024x768.

4. Be sure that your computer is set to display to two screens.

5. Use the volume “UP” and “Down” button on the Pixie Control to raise or lower the sound level.
   (See your desktop support technician for information on the settings needed for 3 & 4)

To project from DVD/VCR or Other Video Sources

1. Turn on projector as above.

2. Connect your DVD/VCR etc. to the Video/Audio connections on the VGA wall plate using your standard video (yellow) and audio (red & white) VCR cables.

3. Press the “VIDEO” button on the Pixie Controller to select the “Video” input.
   (You should see the input displayed on the upper right corner of projection screen)

4. Operate your external source in its normal fashion.

5. Use the volume “UP” and “Down” button on the Pixie Control to raise or lower the sound level.

This system cannot be used for Audio Only presentations.

When Finished, Press the “OFF” Button on the Pixie Control